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HMP WORMWOOD SCRUBS
2012 ANNUAL REPORT
COVERING THE PERIOD FROM
1st JUNE 2012
TO
31st MAY 2013

Monitoring fairness and respect for people in custody
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Section 1 STATUTORY ROLE OF THE IMB
1.1 The Prison Act 1952 and the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 require
every prison and IRC to be monitored by an independent board appointed
by the Secretary of State from members of the community in which the
prison or centre is situated.
1.2The Board is specifically charged to: (1) satisfy itself as to the humane
and just treatment of those held in custody within its prison and the range
and adequacy of the programmes preparing them for release. (2) inform
promptly the Secretary of State, or any official to whom he has delegated
authority as it judges appropriate, any concern it has. (3) report annually
to the Secretary of State on how well the prison has met the standards and
requirements placed on it and what impact these have on those in its
custody. To enable the Board to carry out these duties effectively its
members have right of access to every prisoner and every part of the
prison and also to the prison’s records.
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Section 3
Description of the prison
3.1 HMP Wormwood Scrubs was built between 1875 and 1891. It is a
Category B local male prison and until the end of the reporting year was
accepting prisoners over the age of 21 within its catchment area.
(Eighteen ‐ twenty one year olds will arrive shortly after the reporting
period.) The prison has an operational capacity of 1,279 and numbers
change on a daily basis. Foreign nationals count for about 450 prisoners.
During the reporting year, for no obvious reasons, the prison population
has fluctuated between 1190 – 1240.
3.2 Between 26 – 38% of the prison population is made up of foreign
nationals and about 45% of the prisoners are on remand. On average the
religious breakdown of prisoners is Roman Catholic, 283, Church of
England, 278, Muslim 255, Other 167, No religion 207.
3.3 Accommodation: The establishment has five main wings plus a
number of smaller dedicated units.
3.4 A wing, housing 290 residents, and B wing housing 176 residents, has
both remand and sentenced prisoners. In addition B wing runs the follow‐
on induction from the First Night Centre.
3.5 C wing, housing 300 residents, manages prisoners on the Intensive
Drug Treatment System.
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3.6 D wing, housing 244 residents, has single cell accommodation and
caters for high risk prisoners.
3.7 E wing, housing 144 residents, is single cell accommodation and
primarily for full‐time workers.
3.8 The First Night Centre holds 34 new prisoners usually for one night.
The Conibere/Stabilisation Unit is a 55‐place detoxification unit.
3.9 The Healthcare centre is a residential unit with 17 beds, some of which
are in dormitories. It holds both physically and mentally unwell prisoners.
3.10 The Jan Wilcox unit is a super enhanced wing holding 17 prisoners
who are considered trustworthy. Most are key workers or provide peer
support under the guidance of the Samaritans or educational support
programmes.
3.11 There are on average 70 prisoners aged between 50 ‐59 and 15 over
60.
3.12 There were four deaths in custody in the reporting year. One was
from natural causes. Two were from suspected self‐strangulation. The
cause of the fourth was not known by the time this report was completed.
3.13 At the end of the reporting year there were 398 Foreign National
Offenders (FNOs). Of those 373 were serving a custodial sentence and 25
were detainees.
3.14 Healthcare operates under Central London Community Healthcare
NHS Trust (CLCH).
3.15 Education and training for prisoners is delivered by A4E.
Section 4 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Overall judgment
4.1 The Board’s concerns over the safety of both prisoners and staff has
significantly increased over the reporting year. Governor Taylor and his
staff have done their best in increasingly difficult and demanding
circumstances. But the Board now believes that delivering a regime in
Wormwood Scrubs that is safe, decent and secure is being seriously
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compromised both by staff who are stretched to breaking point and
stringent financial restraints. There are insufficient staff or resources and
this has had an impact throughout the prison. See 6.8 ‐ 19
4.2 Staff employment is a sensitive issue and it has been very difficult for
the Board to unpick the mass of complex rules covering their employment.
However, the Board believes that freezing recruitment at the beginning of
the reporting year and the inability to use the payment plus system to
minimise the effect of the high levels of staff sickness has reduced the
prison to its bare bones; particularly as staff are becoming increasingly
unwilling to work payment plus due to exhaustion. This is also not helped
by the fact that staff has only been recruited for Fair and Sustainable.
Concerns
4.3 Our anxiety has been compounded by experienced long‐term staff
confiding in the Chair and other Board members that this is the first time
they feel fearful for the safety of both prisoners and staff and that fulfilling
their role has become difficult to the point of impossible.
4.4 It has fuelled the Board’s belief that the prison is on a knife edge. Staff
have resorted to the use of force or control and restraint measures to
control prisoners by an alarming 49% more in the first six months of 2013
as compared to the same period in 2012. See 6.13
4.5 Benchmarking, which compares and analyses procedures with the aim
of standardising practice will be introduced in October 2013. This will
reduce staff levels by twenty percent. The Board is fearful of the
consequences in terms of all round safety and the effective running of the
prison. See throughout sections 5 and 6
4.6 Overall staff morale is low and many feel anxious and insecure. This in
turn affects prisoners. See 6.8,9
4.6a Staff sickness, sometimes stress related, caused concern during the
year. Staff levels are so tight that one or two staff on holiday or sick has a
major impact on the prison regime. See 5.18 ‐ 20
4.7 There is a significant increase of violence of prisoner to prisoner and
prisoner to staff. It is regrettable that dealing with violence must be
managed with considerably fewer staff.
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4.8 Many mentally ill prisoners, who can be volatile, irrational and
vulnerable, are housed in D Wing, rather than in Healthcare due to lack of
space. Staff allege they are not sufficiently trained to deal with them. See
6.19
4.9 Initiatives for prisoners have been started then stall or are dropped as
Government directives change. Sometimes the change has been little more
than a name. Other times it has been a significant change of direction. 5.13
4.10 The resulting admin and planning gets in the way of action and
progress. Rehabilitation, a key Ministry of Justice incentive, is an example.
A state‐of‐the‐art new laundry, installed at considerable cost and intended
to raise much needed funds for the prison as well as rehabilitate prisoners
by giving them a significant working opportunity, cannot sign up for
commercial contracts due to uncertainty over the numbers of supervisory
staff available. See 6.11
4.11 The state of the kitchen has become a serious health hazard over the
reporting year. Mice have made nests in the equipment. Equipment and
the floor are not being properly cleaned. Equipment is being damaged
through careless use.
See 5.25 ‐ 28
4.12 The all round cleanliness of the prison is also poor. In particular litter
thrown by prisoners from cell windows, is worryingly unhygienic with
both mice and rats in abundance, despite the feral cats. Large amounts of
rubbish that must have been thrown on the roof on E wing by prisoners
over a considerable period is believed to have caused a fire at the end of the
reporting year. Prisoners could provide a ready work force to keep litter at
bay, but are too often locked up because of staff shortages. See 6.23
4.13 This is the third year running that the Board has expressed serious
concern in the way prisoners’ property issues are handled. There has been
a theft of a prisoner’s valuable property and a general lack lustre approach
to sorting out problems. See 6.1‐ 7
Positive
4.14 The Board has high hopes of the mentoring incentive. It is run by the
prison Community Chaplaincy for prisoners leaving Wormwood Scrubs. It
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aims to help prisoners in the difficult transition into the community. The
Board is pleased it has grown considerably over the reporting year and
become more successful. It remains to be seen, however, if this will
continue once Wormwood Scrubs becomes a resettlement prison in the
near future. See 5.21
4.15 The acceptance by staff and prisoners of an increased working day and
adopting a commercial attitude to the new laundry is encouraging. See
5.16
4.16 The Board is pleased that following a tenacious campaign by members
the Probation and Prison Ombudsman (PPO) has finally agreed to allow the
IMB to see a number of property referrals from prisoners.

Issue requiring a response from the Government
4.17 The Board asks the Secretary of State to address the difference
between the theory of running a safe, secure and decent prison and the
practice of doing so when financial cuts tie the hands of staff, affect every
aspect of a prisoner’s life and all aspects of the prison. See 5, and 6.
Issue requiring response from the Prison System
4.18 Can a less laborious, complex administrative system be introduced for
something as straightforward as replacing broken kitchen equipment. The
current administrative structure is too convoluted. See 5.28
Issue requiring response from the Governor
4.19 What is being done to address the seriously unhygienic state of the
kitchen? See 5.26
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Section 5
Education, Learning and Skills
A4E is responsible for education.
Positive
5.1 Last year the Board reported that students were too often seen
standing around, chatting or smoking rather than in the classroom. Prison
staff have stopped this and prisoners are only allowed to leave the class for
one organised toilet break.
5.2 A dyslexia assessment is now available but only if a prisoner or teacher
asks specifically for an assessment. There are also support sessions every
afternoon.
5.3 Limited education is available to individual prisoners in the Segregation
Unit.
Cause for Concern
5.4 Due to chronic staff problems A4E has still not established a firm
curriculum. There is also a lengthy waiting list for classes. One solution
was to provide education on different wings. Unfortunately due to lack of
staff little progress has been made.
Equality and Inclusion
5.5 There is supposed to be 2 ½ members of staff allocated to equality and
inclusion. There has only been one staff member during the reporting year.
Positive
5.6 There is considerable community goodwill and the prison celebrates
faith festivals and makes connections with different communities, many of
whom have little English.
Cause for concern
5.7 The prison has not replaced the Foreign National Coordinator. As a
result of staff shortages there is no consistent overall approach to the
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disabled or foreign nationals, who make up over forty percent of the prison
population. Instead they are dealt with ad hoc on the various wings.
Healthcare & Mental Health
Positive
5.8 The conversion of a dormitory area on H3 to a high functioning 2
bedded ward suitable for the disabled and with a hospital bed has meant
that ill prisoners can be looked after on a 24‐hour basis prior and after
hospitalisation. As a result fewer prisoners have needed hospital
treatment. This has resulted in less pressure on prison staff and the bed‐
watch budget.
Disappointing
5.9 Providing x‐ray facilities within Healthcare planned for March 2013
has been delayed.
5.10 Prisoners cannot be relied on to attend medical appointments, despite
efforts to remind them. This can be due to staff shortages or uncoordinated
movement of prisoners when lists are not checked and they may instead be
sent to education or on a visit. This unnecessarily increases the waiting list
for all medical specialists including the dentist, optician and those
concerned with sexual health.
Mental Health
Disappointing
5.11 As reported in last year’s report mentally and physically ill prisoners
are still mixed in the same unit. It is something that does not happen
elsewhere in the NHS. The Board states yet again that it believes it does not
help the recovery of prisoners in either group.
5.12 Also as reported last year mentally ill prisoners remain in the prison
for too long before they are moved to a more suitable environment. The
national target guidelines of 14 days for transfer of severely unwell
prisoners to a community setting is regularly not met. The Board
understands there is a lack of space and regrets this is not being addressed.
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Purposeful activity
5.13 Workshops remain in a state of flux, due to the impact of the Fair and
Sustainable reforms on working structures, together with the on‐going
budgetary constraints. Shortage of staff makes training difficult.
5.14 Benchmarking is likely to have a further deleterious effect.
Positive
5.15 Changes and expansion to the laundry workshop has been a success,
largely due to the professionalism and hard work of staff. This
demonstrates that prison industries have the potential to operate on a
completely professional footing.
5.16 There are now 44 prisoners employed on a 36 hour working week.
Saturday morning working has also commenced.
5.17 There is potential for taking on many large contracts and earning
revenue for the prison.
Disappointing
5.18 If the laundry is to be run commercially as hoped delivery times must
be foolproof and reliable. At present deliveries cannot be guaranteed.
When there is not enough supervisory staff the workshop has to close. As a
result significant commercial contracts have been put on hold and could be
lost.
5.19 There have been plans for prisoners to learn how to bake within the
prison. £20,000 has been spent on relevant kitchen equipment. Due to lack
of staff this is not yet in use.
5.20 There is no centralised allocation system for getting prisoners to the
workshops on time and staff do not as a matter of routine check the wing
list which states which prisoner is expected where. Prisoners also arrive
late due to lack of staff to unlock them at the right time. It means
workshops often operate below capacity.
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Resettlement
5.21 The Community Chaplaincy addresses offending behaviour and looks
at reducing re‐offending by using mentors and working on links with the
community. The mentoring scheme is for convicted prisoners of any faith
or no faith. At least two months prior to release a mentor is matched up
with a prisoner. The mentor will meet with the prisoner at the prison gate
when they leave and then fortnightly for at least six months after their
release. It offers much needed support and encouragement for prisoners.
The Positive
5.22 The scheme has greatly expanded over the last year. There are now 81
volunteer mentors, which has allowed them to match 41 prisoners. The
Board has high hopes of this incentive.
The Negative
5.23 As Wormwood Scrubs is a local prison with many prisoners on short
sentences or on remand it is often difficult for them to complete the
required three‐month assessment prior to mentoring. There can also be
less time than is needed to build a strong enough relationship between the
prisoner and mentor, in order for the mentoring to continue successfully
after the prisoner’s release. In addition if the prisoner remains homeless
upon release, the likelihood of him re‐offending remains high.
5.24 The Board is concerned this valuable service may be stopped when
Wormwood Scrub becomes a resettlement prison.

Residential Services (accommodation, food, catering and kitchens)
Of serious concern
5.25 The standard of cleanliness of the kitchen is very poor. Mice are
nesting in kitchen equipment and have eaten essential cables. The floor is
not being properly cleaned. Ovens are not cleaned or de‐scaled regularly or
thoroughly enough.
5.26 Equipment is malfunctioning not always due to wear and tear but by
vermin and careless misuse by both staff and prisoners.
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5.27 A pest controller, who attends once a week, cannot easily lay down
poison as it could be stolen by the prisoners for other purposes
5.28 When kitchen equipment, including ovens, breaks down it can take
months for the administrative processes to be completed in order to obtain
new parts. It seems absurd that repairs are held up due to administrative
complexities rather than lack of availability. A quicker more
straightforward logistical system should be sought.
5.29 The daily food allowance has been reduced to £1.89 per person per
day. Prisoners’ complaints about food are mounting. Many prisoners see
little value in having five menu choices a day and would prefer fewer
choices and better quality.
Safer Custody
Strengths
5.30 There is an experienced and proactive Safer Custody team who have
worked hard to ensure that the day‐to‐day management of prisoners at risk
of self‐harm is of a high standard. A well‐attended meeting is held every
month with a member of the IMB present and invited to contribute.
5.31 The introduction of the Tackling Anti‐Social Attitudes (TASA) policy
has been successful and is increasingly recognised by prisoners and staff.
There are also regular explorative and engaging meetings with prisoners to
challenge their behaviour. A clear and constructive intervention plan is
agreed to empower prisoners to change their behaviour and not resort to
acts of violence.
5.32 The Listeners scheme continues to go from strength to strength: there
are currently 22 Listeners in the prison. Although the number of call‐outs is
disappointingly low (approximately 20 each month), Listeners are now
speaking to prisoners in the First Night Centre, in the Stabilisation Unit and
in the induction workshop.

Concerns
12
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5.33 There is a marked under‐use of the interpreting system across the
prison, despite the fact that approximately 40% of the prisoners do not
speak English as their first language. Whilst it is acknowledged that the
prison tries to “pair up” prisoners who speak a common language, there are
occasions, for example Assessment Care in Custody and Teamwork (ACCT)
reviews, when the interpreting system must be used.
5.34 There is a growing difficulty in getting and releasing ACCT assessors
from other duties. There is recent evidence that this may be due to staff
shortages or to staff asking to be released from ACCT assessor duties while
they are settling into new roles under Fair and Sustainable.
Segregation Unit
5.35 The officers working in the Segregation Unit continue to impress
showing compassion and fairness towards their charges in spite of dealing
with some very difficult and sometimes violent men.
Positive
5.36 Three times a week an experienced teacher comes to help inmates
with education and books and visits the library on their behalf.
Cause for Concern
5.37 Prisoners, who are often violent or vulnerable cannot mix with the
prison population. Dealing with these men is a skill mastered by a special
group of staff. It is of great concern that due to staff shortages and the
arrival of Benchmarking the Unit risks being staffed by individuals with
little or no experience of dealing with the specific problems of the wing.
The Board believes prisoners will suffer and there could be an increase in
violence and self harming.
5.38 Far too many prisoners are sleeping their days away. Initiatives need
to be introduced to make their time in the Segregation Unit more useful.
5.39 It has been a matter of concern that many vulnerable or mentally ill
prisoners have been in the Unit for weeks at a time. At the end of the
reporting year the situation was improving due to relocation to specialist
units in other prisons.
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Section 6
OTHER AREAS OF THE PRISON
Property
Positive
6.1 Partly due to theft of prisoners’ property and a judgement by the
Prisons and Probation Ombudsman a safe has been installed to store
prisoners’ small valuable items.
6.2 The IMB contacted the PPO to see property related reports relating to
Wormwood Scrubs. This was initially refused but the PPO subsequently
agreed to the Board’s request.
Disappointing
6.3 This is the third year running that the Board has expressed serious
concerns in the way property issues are handled. The current method of
dealing with prisoners’ property both within the prison and between
prisons is antiquated, laborious and patently not working. Property takes
far too long to move from one prison to another. It is an expensive process
and there is little incentive to dispatch property quickly as the cost comes
out of the shrinking prison budget.
6.4 Following the theft of a prisoner’s valuable watch and a less than
satisfactory response from senior staff an IMB member aided an inmate to
pursue his complaint. The PPO was contacted. The resulting report found
in favour of the inmate and a number of robust recommendations were
made to ensure valuables are kept more securely.
6.5 Property problems also arise when a prisoner is removed from a cell.
Two members of staff rather than one are required to be on hand to handle
the prisoner’s property but this is not always adhered to. Nor is the
required Cell Clearance Certificate always completed.
6.6 The installation of a CCTV camera is a deterrent but as footage is not
kept it is difficult to see how this can bring about a significant
improvement. Thefts, although rare, are often not discovered until months
after they occur.
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6.7 Compensation for lost or stolen property takes too long before it is
finalised, sometimes up to eighteen months. Payments for compensation
come from the increasingly tight prison budget. The attitude of staff when
prisoners complain about lost property is not always helpful.
Regime
6.8 One senior member of staff told a member of the Board: “Neither
prisoners nor staff are now safe. We are here to keep the prisoners as safe
as possible, but how are we be expected to do that if we cannot keep the
staff safe? I have worked in this prison for 20 years and this is the first
time I have felt unsafe.” This view is increasingly common. Staff morale is
low: staff are worried about their future and long‐term sickness is
significant. The Board fears this will increasingly affect prisoners.
6.9 Lack of staff has resulted in staff being shunted from one wing to
another where they are often unfamiliar with its customs and procedures.
Staff state that prisoners often take advantage of the situation. This
increases the danger to both staff and prisoners.
6.10 Each prison wing has its own atmosphere and difficulties, but for all
wings delivering a regime that is the safe, decent and secure is being
compromised by what the Board believes are inadequate staffing levels. C
Wing for example is operating with 21.7% less of agreed staffing levels.
6.11 Low numbers of staff in wings has meant there is a significant impact
if one staff member is on leave or sick.
Positive
6.12 Although there is an increase of gangs on the wings and many
prisoners are reluctant and/or scared to cooperate with staff or report
those who are intimidating them. Gang formation has been dealt with
swiftly by staff, which has kept the situation under control. Impending staff
cuts will make this more difficult.
Concerns
6.13 There has been a 49% increase in the number of times staff have used
control and restraint measures or force to deal with a prisoner in the first
six months of 2013 as compared to the first six months of 2012.
15
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In the first six months of 2012 control and restraint measures were used
129 times. Force was used 144 times.
In the first six months of 2013 control and restraint measures were sued
207 times. Force was used 199 times.
The Board fears staff shortages are likely to make the situation worse.
6.14 Staff shortages have affected most aspects of prison life. Time out of
cell is regularly curtailed due to insufficient supervisory staff. Prisoners’
time out of cells is also no longer officially recorded, and it is questionable
whether they will be guaranteed a reasonable amount of time out of cell
each day.
6.15 Prisoners fail to get to education or workshops promptly because
there is not enough staff to unlock them at the right time.
6.16 Since the regime change at the beginning of 2013, prisoners are
spending far more time in their cells. Prisoners who do not go to
education or work are particularly affected. Evening association for all
residential areas with the exception of E Wing has been lost.
6.17 Prisoners who have little to occupy their minds or time, tend to over‐
react over what to an outsider can appear trivial. Several members of staff
are concerned this is leading to more violence and self harming.
6.18 Lack of staff has also meant that only working prisoners on E Wing are
allowed showers in the late afternoon and to associate with other
prisoners. In theory all full‐time workers should be in E Wing but this is
not the case and those workers on other wings lose out on both showers
and association.
6.19 Due to the earlier locking‐up of prisoners, those who require
medication have to be unlocked specifically. The reduced staffing levels
have made this difficult.
6.20 The Board increasingly finds D Wing to be a tough challenging and
potentially violent environment. Many mentally ill prisoners are housed
here but staff allege they are inadequately prepared to deal with them.
Staff worked hard at implementing de‐escalation techniques, however
there were 50 incidents when staff had to use force to deal with a prisoner
16
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in the first six months of 2013 compared to 37 occasions in 2012. An
increase of 35%.
6.20a Over some weekends none of the staff on the wing were regulars who
knew the routine. Instead payment plus was used to cover every member
of staff.
6.21 Staff morale is poor. At the end of the reporting year four prison
officers from the wing were on long‐term sick leave due to injuries
sustained undertaking Control and Restraint (C & R).
6.22 The Board reported last year and does again this year that the process
of investigating prisoners’ complaints about staff is unsatisfactory.
Prisoners often withdraw their complaint once they realise their identity
will be revealed for fear of being victimised. Although the Board
understands they must be named during any investigation, the Board fails
to understand why it is done early in the investigative process.
6.23 The Board is increasingly concerned about cleanliness of the prison
environment and the increase in litter and discarded food thrown out of
cell windows. This encourages rats and mice.
6.24 A fire on the roof of E wing at the end of the reporting year was
believed to have been caused by litter thrown by prisoners from their cells.
Some prisoners in E wing had to keep their cell windows closed to prevent
mice and rice entering the cells.
This is an appalling unhygienic situation, made worse by the fact that
officers told a member of the Board that for safety reasons they were not
allowed to be on the roof. It was only after the fire that it transpired that
while prisoners cannot go on the roof unaccompanied officers can access
the area. Communication to staff should be improved.
Visits
6.25 For much of the year the visits’ administration was extremely poor.
Booking lines were constantly inaccessible, wrong information was given
to visitors who sometimes didn’t get in to the prison.
6.26 It took seven days for an application for a visit to reach the staff office.
As a result visits requests went out too late to be of use or the time and
space had already been booked. At the end of the year attempts were being
made to rectify this.
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Section 7 THE WORK OF THE INDEPENDENT MONITORING BOARD
7.1 The Board has the use of its own room within the administrative block
of the prison, the services of a clerk for fifteen hours a week but no specific
computer. The Board is grateful to the clerk for his courtesy and support.
7.2 The Board has been sorry to learn of the retirement of Governor Taylor.
We thank him for his attention to our concerns and his unfailing courtesy
and consideration. We wish him all the best for the future.
7.3 BOARD STATISTICS
THE WORK OF THE INDEPENDENT MONITORING BOARD

BOARD STATISTICS
Recommended Complement of Board Members

24

Number of Board members at the start of the
reporting period

14

Number of Board members at the end of the
reporting period

15

Number of new members joining within the reporting
period

4

Number of members leaving within reporting period

3

Total number of Board meetings during reporting
period
18

12

19

Total number of visits to the Establishment

484

Total number of segregation reviews held
Total number of segregation reviews attended

65

Date of Annual Team Performance Review

October 2013

The Board hosted visits from the Boards of HMP The Mount and HMP
Bullingdon
7.4 Applications
Subject

Year
2013

Year
2012

Accommodation

4

‐

‐

Adjudications

7

2

4

Equality & Diversity (inc
religion)

6

11

1

Education/employment/training
inc IEP

27

26

27

Family/visits inc mail & phone

50

68

47

Finance/pay

12

9

12

19

Year 2011

20

Food/kitchen related

11



10

Health related

96

83

76

Property (within current
establishment)

75

63

73

9

22

9

Sentence related (inc HDC,
ROTL, parole, release dates,
Re‐cat etc)

48

43

117

Staff/prisoner/detainee
concerns inc bullying

38

Transfers

60

45

56

Miscellaneous

74

96

153

Total number of IMB
applications

517

488

610

Property (during transfer/in
another establishment)
Canteen, facilities, Catalogue
Shopping, Argos

20

21

25

21

Notes on Applications 2013

1. The recommended categories have been used and the figures for the
last two years adjusted to fit these categories. Our members have not
distinguished between property applications so the figures given
cover both property categories.
2. Total number of applications is slightly up on last year’s total without
reaching the unusually high figure of 2011.
3. Reduced numbers in two categories would seem to suggest that last
year’s difficulties with Visiting Orders and canteen have been
addressed.
4. Applications on property issues and health matters continue to rise
steadily.
5. The figure for transfers (60) includes 35 applications about
immigration issues, (not given a separate category but very relevant
to Wormwood Scrubs prisoners.)
6. The figure on staff/prisoner concerns (38) include 32 complaints
about staff behaviour (an increase from the 21 and 25 of previous
years.
Angela Low
Chair IMB
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